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The authors present evapotranspiration (ET), water use efficiency (WUE) and ET gap-
filling strategies along a toposequence of erosion for one growing season of winter wheat
in NE Germany. In addition, a comparison between topsoil addition/removal is included in
the study. ET is measured with a novel automatic chamber system comprising large
transparent cylindrical chambers which are lowered on a collar from above using a crane.
The advantage of this system is the relatively large measurement area and less impact of
the automatic chamber as compared to other chamber systems. The study can be
recommended for publication, however, there are aspects which should be considered for
revision. (1) a complete revision from a native English speaker would improve the
readability of the manuscript (disclaimer: saying that without being a native English
speaker myself). (2) The method section should include more information on how ET was
measured. (3) The discussion and conclusion section would need complete revision; the
prior needs more focus on the study, the latter is too long and should be condensed to the
most important aspects. (4) the measured ET has not been compared to other ET
methodologies; this discussion point should be further strengthened. See details below:

Abstract:

L33: please include month of harvest here

L34: the concluding sentence is not clear to the reader, what is meant by “small long-term
differences”?

Introduction



L39-40: Please include a reference showing that climate change and increase in human
population are responsible for increased land use for agriculture.

L44/57: what is meant by “fertility” and “fertile” here? Probably better to use the term
“plant production”, “yield” “productive” etc. because fertility and fertile refers to
generative reproduction

L47: is it 10-40% of rainfall?

L48-50: not sure, if this is a trend. NE Germany has typically lower rainfall compared to
the rest of Germany, should not be related to climate change

L82: should probably read “field scale” here, using eddy covariance on plot level is
difficult.

L83: if this is the footprint of eddy-covariance: please keep in mind that the footprint (in
field crops) is probably lower than millions of square meters – especially at daytime
(which is the important time period for ET) and during the growing season. The
measurement height must be quite high then to reach such a huge footprint.

L103: include “WUEagro” in brackets here.

L109: should read “soil surface”

L113: should read “study” instead of “investigations”

L124 and following: please remove brackets where not needed.

L126 and following: probably better to use the term “topsoil modification” as in L121.

L129/140: should read “fertilizer application” instead of “fertilization”



L129: should probably be 3 of 6 plots per soil type

L130-135: it is not clear to the reader why this modification of the soil was done? What is
the reason for it? What can be taken from the comparison of modified vs. non-modified?
This needs further explanation in the Introduction, Method, and Discussion section.

L134: How much soil was added to each of the soil types?

L140: what was the amount of macronutrients applied?

L141-142: could this be a problem when comparing non-modified vs. modified plots? Did
the modification improve germination of the crop?

L143: When was glyphosate applied? The term “Round-up” can be removed.

L144-152: It would be recommendable to explain the whole system here, i.e., analyzers
and sensors, variables taken, measurement rate, length of measurement, how many
measurement per day etc.

L144: Did the chambers have fans?

L150-151: not sure what is meant here with “parallel”

L155-159: please include which sensors were used. Also, a discussion on inside and
outside PAR and Temp is helpful here.

L159: Is the SM measurement comparable when measured in an adjacent field without
the treatment effects?

L161: should read “plots”

L166 the area of measurement probably depends on the measurement height here, please



include.

L166/167: it is not clear how many measurements were taken with this information,
please re-phrase.

L172: Please describe further what is meant by “stagnation”

L182-183: Please include the exact number of measurements. It is not clear how many
measurements per day were made, how often was measured, how much original data was
available.

L184: Were nighttime data included in the calculations? This may impact mean values.

L189: please include the step how ET was converted from mmol to kg (for WUE).

L195-197: please include how much data was there originally, how much data was
excluded as outlier per treatment, and later, how much data was gap-filled.

L197 please write out “interquartile range”

L206: should read “2.5.2”

L244/311: why use SVM alone and not all gap-filling strategies and discuss it?

L250: why not include NEE/GPP here and calculate WUE as GPP/ET? The LI850 would give
the corresponding CO2 flux for it? The PAR and Temp could help to calculate respiration.

L259-260: would a multilinear model work to estimate/explain ET? Is there difference
among treatments or can the data be combined?

Results:



L264-265: should be part of Method section

L283-291: not sure about the approximation sign here ~: RVI values are shown with
accuracy of two digits.

L293-295: should be part of Method section, and in more detail.

L296-300: please include actual ET values here.

L308: what is meant by “allocation problems”?

L309: what is the difference between Table 1 and 2. The table description does not tell.

L311: could it be a solution to set negative values to zero? Were these nighttime values?

L319-320: should be part of section 3.6.

Discussion

L328: Micro Bowen ratio systems have a relatively small footprint and can be used for
small scales.

L330: “used, new” please re-phrase: the reader may think: “either it is used or new”

L332: Please re-phrase, because eddy covariance ET flux is averaged over 30-minute
intervals and measures at 20 Hz.

L334: it is not clear from the current version of the manuscript, if the ET is measured
reliably (I suspect so, but it is not clear to the reader at this point). Please include a
Discussion section about it.



L340: it is not clear what “long term” means here.

L244: it is not clear what “more dynamically” means.

L345: why not include VPD in the study here. It should be possible to calculate it. It may
give more insight the crop-atmosphere interaction.

L346: how does PAR impact ET? There is significant relationship, but an explanation is
missing.

L347: exclude “in summary”

L349: only one measurement from an adjacent field available.

L382-383: what is meant by “static differences”?

L395: should read “ET”

L395-398: should be part of a separate section on the accuracy of the ET measurements.

L405-410: please re-phrase this statement.

L427-429: why not include wind speed in this study? Were no measurements available?
Strong winds are mentioned L447, so maybe the crane is equipped with an anemometer?

L412: please adjust LUT then for this study. There is room for improvement, as can be
seen in Figure 5. It seems that a few events are off, which if excluded improve the R2
substantially.

Conclusion – in general too long and rather a discussion than a conclusion. Please consider
moving L433-444 and L454-464 (and others) to the discussion section, and re-write the
conclusion as a summary of the most important findings.



L466: Why not include it in this study?

Figure 3: “replicates summarized” – is it the mean or the sum of three replicates?

Table B2 and Figure 7 could be combined.

Figure 8. what is the standard deviation and what is the mean in the figure? Also, please
discuss the effect of DM and ET on WUE in the Discussion section in more detail. E.g., it
seems quite interesting that modified and non-modified Regosols have similar ET but
different DM which impacts WUE.

Fiugre A1/Figure 6: what kind of variation is shown in the graph?

Figure 6: seasonal ET, is this the cumulative ET shown here?
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